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The Complete Essays
The essayist, critic, novelist, short story writer, and
biographer presents 203 essays on such writers as
Gibbon, Cervantes, Balzac, Flaubert, Woolf, Shaw,
Twain, Garci+a7a Lorca, Updike, Rushdie, and
others.
This volume collects the critical prose of awardwinning writer Anna Frajlich. The Ghost of
Shakespeare takes its name from Frajlich’s essay
on Nobel Prize laureate Wis?awa Szymborska, but
informs her approach as a comparativist more
generally as she considers the work of major Polish
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writers of the twentieth century, including Zbigniew
Herbert, Czes?aw Mi?osz, and Bruno Schulz.
Frajlich’s study of the Roman theme in Russian
Symbolism owes its origins to her stay in the Eternal
City, the second stop on her exile from Poland in
1969. The book concludes with autobiographical
essays that describe her parents’ dramatic flight
from Poland at the outbreak of the war, her own exile
from Poland in 1969, settling in New York City, and
building her career as a scholar and leading poet of
her generation.
Winner of the 2010 National Book Critics Circle
Award for Biography How to get along with people,
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how to deal with violence, how to adjust to losing
someone you love—such questions arise in most
people’s lives. They are all versions of a bigger
question: how do you live? How do you do the good
or honorable thing, while flourishing and feeling
happy? This question obsessed Renaissance
writers, none more than Michel Eyquem de
Monatigne, perhaps the first truly modern individual.
A nobleman, public official and wine-grower, he
wrote free-roaming explorations of his thought and
experience, unlike anything written before. He called
them “essays,” meaning “attempts” or “tries.” Into
them, he put whatever was in his head: his tastes in
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wine and food, his childhood memories, the way his
dog’s ears twitched when it was dreaming, as well
as the appalling events of the religious civil wars
raging around him. The Essays was an instant
bestseller and, over four hundred years later,
Montaigne’s honesty and charm still draw people to
him. Readers come in search of companionship,
wisdom and entertainment—and in search of
themselves. This book, a spirited and singular
biography, relates the story of his life by way of the
questions he posed and the answers he explored. It
traces his bizarre upbringing, youthful career and
sexual adventures, his travels, and his friendships
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with the scholar and poet Étienne de La Boétie and
with his adopted “daughter,” Marie de Gournay. And
we also meet his readers—who for centuries have
found in Montaigne an inexhaustible source of
answers to the haunting question, “how to live?”
This practical, easy-to-use guide provides answers
to the most common problems encountered by
students in the writing of history research papers. It
employs a practical approach beginning with the
first task, selecting a topic, and takes the student
through how to prepare a bibliography -- without
becoming bogged down in the nature and
philosophy of history. Included are three student
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exercises designed to improve techniques in
locating library resources, using historical criticism,
and preparing footnotes.
Collected Essays by Contemporary Writers
Montaigne
James Baldwin: Collected Essays (LOA #98)
On Friendship
The Collected Essays of Elizabeth Hardwick
The impersonality of social relationships in the society of
strangers is making majorities increasingly nostalgic for a
time of closer personal ties and strong community
moorings. The constitutive pluralism and hybridity of
modern living in the West is being rejected in an age of
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heightened anxiety over the future and drummed up
aversion towards the stranger. Minorities, migrants and
dissidents are expected to stay away, or to conform and
integrate, as they come to be framed in an optic of the
social as interpersonal or communitarian. Judging these
developments as dangerous, this book offers a counterargument by looking to relations that are not reducible to
local or social ties in order to offer new suggestions for
living in diversity and for forging a different politics of the
stranger. The book explains the balance between positive
and negative public feelings as the synthesis of habits of
interaction in varied spaces of collective being, from the
workplace and urban space, to intimate publics and tropes
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of imagined community. The book proposes a series of
interventions that make for public being as both
unconscious habit and cultivated craft of negotiating
difference, radiating civilities of situated attachment and
indifference towards the strangeness of others. It is in the
labour of cultivating the commons in a variety of ways that
Amin finds the elements for a new politics of diversity
appropriate for our times, one that takes the stranger as
there, unavoidable, an equal claimant on ground that is not
pre-allocated.
The second edition retains the selection of texts presented
in the first edition but offers them in new translations by
Richard J Regan -- including that of his Aquinas, Treatise
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on Law (Hackett, 2000). A revised Introduction and
glossary, an updated select bibliography, and the inclusion
of summarising headnotes for each of the units -Conscience, Law, Justice, Property, War and Killing,
Obedience and Rebellion, and Practical Wisdom and
Statecraft -- further enhance its usefulness.
The first edition of The Making of Curriculum was
published in 1988 and reviewers hailed it as a seminal
work in the field. In that work Goodson explored a number
of aspects of the so-called traditional subjects and
described the way they develop over time to a point where
they can be promoted as 'academic' disciplines. He
showed that the claim to be academic was in fact the
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result of a substantial political contest covering a century
or more. The traditional subject was, in short, invented.
The first edition of this book provided a series of
challenging insights for those desiring to make sense of
the current debate over schooling. In this new and
extended second edition, Bill Pinar adds an illuminating
introduction and Goodson brings his argument up-to-date
with a discussion of the National Curriculum - 'a
contemporary initiative in the making of curriculum.'
Written during the Second World War, Zweig's typically
passionate and readable biography of Michel de
Montaigne, is also a heartfelt argument for the importance
of intellectual freedom, tolerance and humanism. Zweig
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draws strong parallels between Montaigne's age, when
Europe was torn in two by conflict between Catholicism
and Protestantism, and his own, in which the twin
fanaticisms of Fascism and Communism were on the
verge of destroying the pan-continental liberal culture he
was born into, and loved dearly. Just as Montaigne sought
to remain aloof from the factionalism of his day, so Zweig
tried to the last to defend his freedom of thought, and
argue for peace and compromise. One of the final works
Zweig wrote before his suicide, this is both a brilliantly
impassioned portrait of a great mind, and a moving plea
for tolerance in a world ruled by cruelty.
Complete Essays: 1930-1935
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The Making Of The Curriculum
On Law, Morality, and Politics (Second Edition)
The Ghost of Shakespeare
(Penguin Classics Deluxe Edition)
This volume provides a valuable contribution to our
knowledge of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
intellectual life inside and outside Germany. —Prof. Karl
S. Guthke, Harvard University This elegant collection
of essays ranges across eighteenth and nineteenthcentury thought, covering philosophy, science,
literature and religion in the ‘Age of Goethe.’ A
recognised authority in the field, Nisbet grapples with
the major voices of the Enlightenment and gives pride
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of place to the figures of Lessing, Herder, Goethe and
Schiller. These eleven essays range widely in their
compass of thought and intellectual discourse, dealing
incisively with themes including the philosophical
implications of literature and the relationship between
religion, science and politics. The result is an
accomplished reflection on German thought, but also on
its rebirth, as Nisbet argues for the relevance of these
Enlightenment thinkers for the readers of today. The
first half of this collection focuses predominantly on
eighteenth-century thought, where names like Lessing,
Goethe and Herder, but also Locke and Voltaire,
feature. The second has a wider chronological scope,
discussing authors such as Winckelmann and Schiller,
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while branching out from discussions of religion,
philosophy and literature to explore the sciences.
Issues of biology, early environmentalism, and natural
history also form part of this volume. The collection
concludes with an examination of changing attitudes
towards art in the aftermath of the ‘Age of Goethe.’
The essays in this volume have been previously
published separately, but are brought together in this
collection to present Nisbet’s widely-acclaimed
perspectives on this fascinating period of German
thought. It will be of interest to scholars and students
of the intellectual life of Europe during the
Enlightenment, while its engaging and lucid style will
also appeal to the general reader.
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Reflections by the creator of the essay form display the
humane, skeptical, humorous, and honest views of
Montaigne, revealing his thoughts on sexuality, religion,
cannibals, intellectuals, and other unexpected themes.
Included are such celebrated works as "On Solitude,"
"To Philosophize Is to Learn How to Die," and "On
Experience."
"Over his lifetime from 1894 to 1963, Aldous Huxley
earned a reputation as one of the giants of modern
English prose and of social commentary in our time.
Best known for his novels, including Brave New World
and Point Counter Point, Huxley was nonetheless very
much at home in the essay form. Ranging from
journalism to critical reviews to lierary, political,
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cultural, and philosophical reflections, these essays
stand among the finest examples of the genre in
modern literature. They also provide absorbing
commentary on contmporary currents and
events."--Page 2 of cover.
"Sheer pleasure. . . . Wonderfully
entertaining."--Chicago Sun-Times Acclaimed by
Norman Mailer more than twenty years ago as
"possibly the only American writer of genius," William
S. Burroughs has produced a body of work unique in
our time. In these scintillating essays, he writes wittily
and wisely about himself, his interests, his influences,
his friends and foes. He offers candid and not always
flattering assessments of such diverse writers as
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Ernest Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Joseph Conrad,
Graham Greene, Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg, Samuel
Beckett, and Marcel Proust. He ruminates on science
and the often dubious paths into which it seems intent
on leading us, whether into outer or inner space. He
reviews his reviewers, explains his famous "cut-up"
method, and discusses the role coincidence has played
in his life and work. As satirist and parodist, William
Burroughs has no peer, as these varied works, written
over three decades, amply reveal.
Complete Collected Essays
On Solitude
New & Collected Essays
The Collected Essays of Ralph Ellison
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The Essays of Virginia Woolf: 1919-1924

Through a series of essays on key events in
recent years in Russia, the western exrepublics of the USSR and the countries of
the one-time Warsaw Pact, John Besemeres
seeks to illuminate the domestic politics of
the most important states, as well as
Moscow’s relations with all of them. At the
outset, he takes some backward glances at
the violent suppression of national life in the
‘bloodlands’ of Europe during World War II by
the Stalinist and Nazi regimes, which helps to
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explain much about the region’s dynamics
since. His concern throughout is that a large
area of Europe with a combined population
well in excess of Russia’s could again be
consigned by the West to Moscow’s care, not
this time by more and less malign forms of
collusion, but by distracted negligence or
incomprehension. ‘This is a wonderful
collection of essays from a leading Eastern
Europe specialist. John Besemeres brings a
lifetime of experience, profound insights, and
an incisive style to subjects ranging from
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wartime and post-war Poland through
contemporary Ukraine to Putin’s Russia. At a
time when doublespeak has become the new
normal, his refreshing honesty has never been
in greater need.’ — Bobo Lo This publication
was awarded a Centre for European Studies
Publication Prize in 2015. The prize covers
the cost of professional copyediting.
The first-ever collection of essays from across
Elizabeth Hardwick's illustrious writing
career, including works not seen in print for
decades. A New York Times Notable Book of
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2017 Elizabeth Hardwick wrote during the
golden age of the American literary essay. For
Hardwick, the essay was an imaginative
endeavor, a serious form, criticism worthy of
the literature in question. In the essays
collected here she covers civil rights
demonstrations in the 1960s, describes places
where she lived and locations she visited, and
writes about the foundations of American
literature—Melville, James, Wharton—and the
changes in American fiction, though her
reading is wide and international. She
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contemplates writers’ lives—women writers,
rebels, Americans abroad—and the literary
afterlife of biographies, letters, and diaries.
Selected and with an introduction by Darryl
Pinckney, the Collected Essays gathers more
than fifty essays for a fifty-year retrospective
of Hardwick’s work from 1953 to 2003. “For
Hardwick,” writes Pinckney, “the poetry and
novels of America hold the nation’s history.”
Here is an exhilarating chronicle of that
history.
Just as a basket’s purpose determines its
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materials, weave, and shape, so too is the
purpose of the essay related to its material,
weave, and shape. Editors Elissa Washuta and
Theresa Warburton ground this anthology of
essays by Native writers in the formal art of
basket weaving. Using weaving techniques
such as coiling and plaiting as organizing
themes, the editors have curated an exciting
collection of imaginative, world-making lyric
essays by twenty-seven contemporary Native
writers from tribal nations across Turtle
Island into a well-crafted basket. Shapes of
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Native Nonfiction features a dynamic
combination of established and emerging
Native writers, including Stephen Graham
Jones, Deborah Miranda, Terese Marie
Mailhot, Billy-Ray Belcourt, Eden Robinson,
and Kim TallBear. Their ambitious, creative,
and visionary work with genre and form
demonstrate the slippery, shape-changing
possibilities of Native stories. Considered
together, they offer responses to broader
questions of materiality, orality, spatiality,
and temporality that continue to animate the
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study and practice of distinct Native literary
traditions in North America.
Gathers the limited edition's 11 original
essays as well as new and previously
uncollected pieces in a volume that offers
insight into the author's views on such
subjects as Native American whaling, the
work of J. D. Salinger and his own family. By
the award-winning author of The Point.
Original.
Shapes of Native Nonfiction
Shakespeare's Montaigne
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How to Live
On the Literature and Thought of the German
Classical Era
Prospects Of Power
This is the fullest collection of La Rochefoucauld's
writings ever published in English, and includes the
first complete translation of the Miscellaneous
Reflections. A table of alternative maxim numbers
and an index of topics help the reader to locate any
maxim quickly.
DIVThe Elizabethan sage offers wise, witty
observations on truth, adversity, love, ambition,
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fame, and many other topics. Short but thoughtprovoking, these essays constitute an excellent
combination of style and substance. /div
From the 100-part Penguin Great Ideas series
comes a rumination on relationships, courtesy of one
of the most influential French Renaissance
philosophers. Michel de Montaigne was the
originator of the modern essay form; in these diverse
pieces he expresses his views on friendship,
contemplates the idea that man is no different from
any animal, argues that all cultures should be
respected, and attempts, by an exploration of
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himself, to understand the nature of humanity.
Penguin Great Ideas: Throughout history, some
books have changed the world. They have
transformed the way we see ourselves—and each
other. They have inspired debate, dissent, war, and
revolution. They have enlightened, outraged,
provoked, and comforted. They have enriched
lives—and destroyed them. Now Penguin Great Ideas
brings you the works of the great thinkers, pioneers,
radicals, and visionaries whose ideas shook
civilization and helped make us who we are. Other
titles in the series include Niccolò Machiavelli's The
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Prince, Thomas Paine's Common Sense, and
Charles Darwin's On Natural Selection.
An NYRB Classics Original Simon Leys is a
Renaissance man for the era of globalization. A
distinguished scholar of classical Chinese art and
literature and one of the first Westerners to
recognize the appalling toll of Mao’s Cultural
Revolution, Leys also writes with unfailing
intelligence, seriousness, and bite about European
art, literature, history, and politics and is an
unflinching observer of the way we live now. The
Hall of Uselessness is the most extensive collection
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of Leys’s essays to be published to date. In it, he
addresses subjects ranging from the Chinese
attitude to the past to the mysteries of Belgium and
Belgitude; offers portraits of André Gide and Zhou
Enlai; takes on Roland Barthes and Christopher
Hitchens; broods on the Cambodian genocide;
reflects on the spell of the sea; and writes with keen
appreciation about writers as different as Victor
Hugo, Evelyn Waugh, and Georges Simenon.
Throughout, The Hall of Uselessness is marked with
the deep knowledge, skeptical intelligence, and
passionate conviction that have made Simon Leys
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one of the most powerful essayists of our time.
Or A Life of Montaigne in One Question and Twenty
Attempts at an Answer
The Adding Machine
Lyrical and Critical Essays
Loitering
Complete Essays: 1939-1956
Volume I begins at the time of Huxley's employment as an
assistant editor at the Atheneum magazine and closes in
1928 with the publication of Point Counter Point,
Genre -- the articulation of "kind" -- is one of the oldest and
most continuous subjects of theoretical and critical
commentary. Yet from Romanticism to postmodernism, the
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concept of genre has been punched with so many holes
that today it hardly seems graspable, let alone viable. By
combining theory with dialectical literary histories of three
significantly different genres -- tragedy, satire, and the
essay -- John Snyder reconstructs genre as the figural
deployment of symbolic power. One purpose of this
approach is to reconcile the recent dismantling of
representational and classificatory genres with the
incipient notion in post-Althusser Marxism that genre is the
crucial mediation between history and aesthetics. Snyder
extends certain implications of Aristotle, Benjamin,
Bakhtin, Foucault, and Serres. He also offers the first
antisystem yet comprehensive genre theory to serve as a
fully distinct alternate to Frye's formalist and Genette's
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structuralist schemes. Finally, Snyder's theory of genre as
power opens a way to a fundamentally new theory of
literature itself: that aesthetic language deployed as power
organizes itself as generic intervention. Three historically
dynamic configurations establish the range of all possible
genres -- tragedy as power politically deployed as mimesis,
satire as power rationally deployed as rhetoric, and the
essay as power textually deployed as constative rhetoric.
Specific analyses developing this important new theory
cover a broad spectrum of literature, from classical to
contemporary. Other genres, different media, and a variety
of subgenres and modes political and religious -- all acquire
fresh significance from the elaborations of Snyder's three
selected genres.
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This book is a result of an effort made by us towards
making a contribution to the preservation and repair of
original classic literature. In an attempt to preserve,
improve and recreate the original content, we have worked
towards: 1. Type-setting & Reformatting: The complete
work has been re-designed via professional layout,
formatting and type-setting tools to re-create the same
edition with rich typography, graphics, high quality images,
and table elements, giving our readers the feel of holding a
'fresh and newly' reprinted and/or revised edition, as
opposed to other scanned & printed (Optical Character
Recognition - OCR) reproductions. 2. Correction of
imperfections: As the work was re-created from the
scratch, therefore, it was vetted to rectify certain
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conventional norms with regard to typographical mistakes,
hyphenations, punctuations, blurred images, missing
content/pages, and/or other related subject matters, upon
our consideration. Every attempt was made to rectify the
imperfections related to omitted constructs in the original
edition via other references. However, a few of such
imperfections which could not be rectified due to
intentional\unintentional omission of content in the original
edition, were inherited and preserved from the original
work to maintain the authenticity and construct, relevant
to the work. We believe that this work holds historical,
cultural and/or intellectual importance in the literary works
community, therefore despite the oddities, we accounted
the work for print as a part of our continuing effort towards
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preservation of literary work and our contribution towards
the development of the society as a whole, driven by our
beliefs. We are grateful to our readers for putting their
faith in us and accepting our imperfections with regard to
preservation of the historical content. HAPPY READING!
Blending intellectual speculation with anecdote and
personal reflection, the Renaissance thinker and writer
Montaigne pioneered the modern essay. This selection
contains his idiosyncratic and timeless writings on subjects
as varied as the virtues of solitude, the power of the
imagination, the pleasures of reading, the importance of
sleep and why we sometimes laugh and cry at the same
things. Throughout history, some books have changed the
world. They have transformed the way we see ourselves Page 36/57
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and each other. They have inspired debate, dissent, war
and revolution. They have enlightened, outraged, provoked
and comforted. They have enriched lives - and destroyed
them. Now Penguin brings you the works of the great
thinkers, pioneers, radicals and visionaries whose ideas
shook civilization and helped make us who we are.
The Florio Translation of the Essays, A Selection
The Hall of Uselessness
Essays of Schopenhauer
Slouching Towards Bethlehem, The White Album, and After
Henry
Four Essays

Three essential works that redefined the art
of journalism by “one
of our sharpest and
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most trustworthy cultural observers” (The
New York Times). In these masterpieces of
razor-sharp reportage, the National Book
Award–winning and New York
Times–bestselling author proves herself one
of the premier essayists of the twentieth
century, “an articulate witness to the most
stubborn and intractable truths of our time”
(Joyce Carol Oates, The New York Times
Book Review). Slouching Towards
Bethlehem: America in the 1960s—a pivotal
era of social change and generational divide.
Here is Joan Didion on the “misplaced
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children” of Haight-Ashbury as well as John
Wayne in Hollywood; folk singer Joan Baez
and reclusive billionaire Howard Hughes;
the extremes of both Death Valley and Las
Vegas. Named to Time magazine’s list of the
one hundred best and most influential
nonfiction books, this is “a rare display of
some of the best prose written today in this
country” (The New York Times Book
Review). The White Album: A New York
Times bestseller, this landmark essay
collection confronts the dark aftermath of
the 1960s. From a jailhouse visit to Huey
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Newton, cofounder of the Black Panther
Party, to a recording session with The Doors,
from the culture of shopping malls to the
contradictions of the women’s movement,
Joan Didion captures the paranoia and
absurdity of the era with irony and insight.
And in the iconic title essay, she documents
her uneasy state of mind during the years
leading up to and following the Manson
murders—a terrifying crime that, in her
memory, surprised no one. After Henry:
Whether reporting on a Hollywood murder
or the “sideshows” of foreign wars, Joan
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Didion crystalizes her reputation as a
brilliant essayist. Highlights include a
portrait of the White House under the
Reagans, two “actors on location”; an
unexpected meditation on the Patty Hearst
case; and an exposé on the racial divisions
and class fault lines of New York City
following the rape of the Central Park
jogger. An indispensable collection from a
writer on whom we can rely “to get the story
straight” (Los Angeles Times).
A comprehensive compilation of Baldwin's
previously published, nonfiction writings
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encompasses essays on America's racial
divide, the social and political turbulence of
his time, and his insights into the poetry of
Langston Hughes and the music of Earl
Hines.
Selections from one of the greatest essayists
of the Graeco-Roman world Plutarch used an
encyclopedic knowledge of the Roman
Empire to produce a compelling and
individual voice. In this superb selection
from his writings, he offers personal
insights into moral subjects that include the
virtue of listening, the danger of flattery and
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the avoidance of anger, alongside more
speculative essays on themes as diverse as
God's slowness to punish man, the use of
reason by supposedly "irrational" animals
and the death of his own daughter.
Brilliantly informed, these essays offer a
treasure-trove of ancient wisdom, myth and
philosophy, and a powerful insight into a
deeply intelligent man. For more than
seventy years, Penguin has been the leading
publisher of classic literature in the Englishspeaking world. With more than 1,700 titles,
Penguin Classics represents a global
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bookshelf of the best works throughout
history and across genres and disciplines.
Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by
introductions and notes by distinguished
scholars and contemporary authors, as well
as up-to-date translations by award-winning
translators.
An NYRB Classics Original Shakespeare,
Nietzsche wrote, was Montaigne’s best
reader—a typically brilliant Nietzschean
insight, capturing the intimate relationship
between Montaigne’s ever-changing record
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of the self and Shakespeare’s kaleidoscopic
register of human character. And there is no
doubt that Shakespeare read
Montaigne—though how extensively remains
a matter of debate—and that the translation
he read him in was that of John Florio, a
fascinating polymath, man-about-town, and
dazzlingly inventive writer himself. Florio’s
Montaigne is in fact one of the masterpieces
of English prose, with a stylistic range and
felicity and passages of deep lingering
music that make it comparable to Sir Robert
Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy and the
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works of Sir Thomas Browne. This new
edition of this seminal work, edited by
Stephen Greenblatt and Peter G. Platt,
features an adroitly modernized text, an
essay in which Greenblatt discusses both the
resemblances and real tensions between
Montaigne’s and Shakespeare’s visions of
the world, and Platt’s introduction to the life
and times of the extraordinary Florio.
Altogether, this book provides a remarkable
new experience of not just two but three
great writers who ushered in the modern
world.
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Selections from the Essays
The Collected Essays of Milton Babbitt
Notes of a Native Son / Nobody Knows My
Name / The Fire Next Time / No Name in the
Street / The Devil Finds Work
The Essays Of Michel De Montaigne
(Complete)
Translated By Charles Cotton. Edited By
William Carew Hazlitt.
Edited by Philip Thody, translated by Ellen Conroy
Kennedy. "Here now, for the first time in a complete
English translation, we have Camus' three little
volumes of essays, plus a selection of his critical
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comments on literature and his own place in it. As
might be expected, the main interest of these
writings is that they illuminate new facets of his
usual subject matter."--The New York Times Book
Review "...a new single work for American readers
that stands among the very finest."--The Nation
Powerful, affecting essays on mental illness, winner
of the Graywolf Press Nonfiction Prize and a Whiting
Award An intimate, moving book written with the
immediacy and directness of one who still struggles
with the effects of mental and chronic illness, The
Collected Schizophrenias cuts right to the core.
Schizophrenia is not a single unifying diagnosis, and
Esmé Weijun Wang writes not just to her fellow
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members of the “collected schizophrenias” but to
those who wish to understand it as well. Opening
with the journey toward her diagnosis of
schizoaffective disorder, Wang discusses the medical
community’s own disagreement about labels and
procedures for diagnosing those with mental illness,
and then follows an arc that examines the
manifestations of schizophrenia in her life. In essays
that range from using fashion to present as highfunctioning to the depths of a rare form of psychosis,
and from the failures of the higher education system
and the dangers of institutionalization to the
complexity of compounding factors such as PTSD and
Lyme disease, Wang’s analytical eye, honed as a
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former lab researcher at Stanford, allows her to
balance research with personal narrative. An essay
collection of undeniable power, The Collected
Schizophrenias dispels misconceptions and provides
insight into a condition long misunderstood.
The collected essays of the “moral voice of [the]
American stage” (The New York Times) in a Penguin
Classics Deluxe Edition Arthur Miller was not only
one of America’s most important twentieth-century
playwrights, but he was also one of its most
influential literary, cultural, and intellectual voices.
Throughout his career, he consistently remained one
of the country’s leading public intellectuals,
advocating tirelessly for social justice, global
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democracy, and the arts. Theater scholar Susan C. W.
Abbotson introduces this volume as a selection of
Miller’s finest essays, organized in three thematic
parts: essays on the theater, essays on specific plays
like Death of a Salesman and The Crucible, and
sociopolitical essays on topics spanning from the
Depression to the twenty-first century. Written with
playful wit, clear-eyed intellect, and above all,
human dignity, these essays offer unmatched insight
into the work of Arthur Miller and the turbulent times
through which he guided his country. For more than
seventy years, Penguin has been the leading
publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking
world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics
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represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and
notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary
authors, as well as up-to-date translations by awardwinning translators.
Like his compositions, Milton Babbitt's writings about
music have exerted an extraordinary influence on
postwar music and thinking about music. In essays
and public addresses spanning fifty years, Babbitt
has grappled profoundly with central questions in
the composition and apprehension of music. These
writings range from personal memoirs and critical
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reviews to closely reasoned metatheoretical
speculations and technical exegesis. In the history of
music theory, there has been only a small handful of
figures who have produced work of comparable
stature. Taken as a whole, Babbitt's writings are not
only an invaluable testimony to his thinking--a
priceless primary source for the intellectual and
cultural history of the second half of the twentieth
century--but also a remarkable achievement in their
own right. Prior to this collection, Babbitt's writings
were scattered through a wide variety of journals,
books, and magazines--many hard to find and some
unavailable--and often contained typographical
errors and editorial corruptions of various kinds. This
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volume of almost fifty pieces gathers, corrects, and
annotates virtually everything of significance that
Babbitt has written. The result is complete,
authoritative, and fully accessible--the definitive
source of Babbitt's influential ideas.
Complete Essays
Tragedy, Satire, the Essay, and the Theory of Genre
Collected Essays
On Autumn Lake
Revised and Updated
On Autumn Lake collects four decades of prose (1976-2020) by
renowned poet and beloved cult figure Douglas Crase, with an
emphasis on idiosyncratic essays about quintessentially American
poets and the enduring transcendentalist tradition. Douglas Crase's
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prose is rich with conviction and desire, inspiring as John Yau wrote,
"the kind of attention usually reserved for poetry." His essays, written
as rhythmically as poems, take a personal rather than abstract
approach, offering committed and sometimes intimate portraits of
John Ashbery, James Schuyler, Lorine Niedecker, and others. With
generosity of spirit, Crase shares his devotion to poetry, democracy,
and landscape in this handsome volume that greatly enlarges the
available body of his work and will be seen as the essential complement
to his collected poems.
Compiled, edited, and newly revised by Ralph Ellison’s literary
executor, John F. Callahan, this Modern Library Paperback Classic
includes posthumously discovered reviews, criticism, and interviews,
as well as the essay collections Shadow and Act (1964), hailed by
Robert Penn Warren as “a body of cogent and subtle commentary on
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the questions that focus on race,” and Going to the Territory (1986),
an exploration of literature and folklore, jazz and culture, and the
nature and quality of lives that black Americans lead. “Ralph
Ellison,” wrote Stanley Crouch, “reached across race, religion, class
and sex to make us all Americans.”
Michel de Montaigne was one of the most influential figures of the
Renaissance, singlehandedly responsible for popularising the essay as a
literary form. In 1572, Montaigne retired to his estates in order to
devote himself to leisure, reading and reflection. There he wrote his
constantly expanding 'essays', inspired by the ideas he found in books
from his library and his own experience. He discusses subjects as
diverse as war-horses and cannibals, poetry and politics, sex and
religion, love and friendship, ecstasy and experience. Above all,
Montaigne studied himself to find his own inner nature and that of
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humanity. The Essays are among the most idiosyncratic and personal
works in all literature. An insight into a wise Renaissance mind, they
continue to engage, enlighten and entertain modern readers. Born in
1533, Michel de Montaigne studied law and spent a number of years
working as a counsellor before devoting his life to reading, writing and
reflection. He died in 1586.
Essays
Collected Maxims and Other Reflections
The Collected Schizophrenias
A Difficult Neighbourhood
Essays on Russia and East-Central Europe since World War II
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